Immigrant students in the Chilean school system: Interculturality and inclusion
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ABSTRACT

According to current estimates, there are 244 million migrants worldwide, corresponding to 3.3% of the world’s population. In the Americas, the number of migrants increased by 36% during the year 2015. The purpose of this bibliographic study was to explore and describe the state of the art of social inclusion of immigrant students in the Chilean school system. The method in this article was a review of scientific evidence updated out in the main databases available MedLine and The Cochrane Library Plus (PubMed, Lilacs, Scielo, EBSCO, Google Scholar), without date restriction, in Spanish, Portuguese and English. There were no restrictions regarding the type of study, without a date limit), 62 articles were selected. The increase of the foreign population in short periods of time exposes the migrant population to difficulties such as living in disorganization, and the need to adapt to the culture and customs of the host society, as well as traumatic events like abuse, discrimination, difficulties in access to health, educational and social services, lack of support networks and social articulation, which can have an impact on the physical and mental health of migrant populations. In Chile, it is still necessary to work to achieve intercultural education; indigenous people are still related to bilingual intercultural education. In conclusion, the diversity is a natural fact, therefore in this context it is suggested to create a vision of a culture of relations between diverse groups. Likewise, topics such as nationalism, identity, institutionalized attitudes of discrimination, xenophobia and racism, that still exist in the national culture, should be addressed.
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1. INTRODUCCION

The historical context of the migratory phenomenon that has occurred in the country especially in the last decade, impacting the Chilean educational system. According to figures for 2015, an enrolment of 30,625 foreign students is reported, an amount that in 2017 reached 77,608. Chile has the great challenge of working to achieve an inclusive and intercultural education, it is suggested that we must work on nationalism, identity, institutionalized attitudes of discrimination, xenophobia and racism that still exist in our culture.\[1-5\]

The purpose of this bibliographic study was to explore and describe the state of the art of social inclusion of immigrant students in the Chilean school system. Schools are designed for socialization, social integration and meeting between students and families; this community plays a relevant role in integration, unfortunately in Chilean schools, a contradiction of racism and discrimination is evident, which can be resolved through public policies focused on the educational community.\[6,7\]

The Chilean school system must respond to the guidelines set forth in the General Education Law (20.370), the Indigenous Law (19.253) and ILO Convention 169, which decree those foreign students living in Chile have the right to access
education, with facilities to ensure that their school career is successful and under equal conditions, the main challenge is to ensure their adequate intercultural inclusion.[8] This project will contribute to strengthen the management and technical-administrative approach to the impact of the migratory phenomenon in the school system, because it will make visible the existing synergy between the actors such as immigrant students, teachers and principals involved in the process of change towards an inclusive and intercultural education and with respect to the practical, it will contribute to the visualization of the actions and strategies used that facilitate or hinder the process of improving school coexistence and show how ministerial regulations are implemented in the local reality, allowing to reflect on possible requirements for modifications based on the scientific evidence generated and finally, this experience can be extrapolated to other schools of the commune and/or region.

On the other hand, it seeks to deepen the social interactions that occur in the school space, the integration and inclusion of foreign children in the Chilean educational system is raised as a problem. In the municipal educational centers of Santiago, where the enrollment of foreign students in 2018 reached a 37.03% of the total of 33,042 students enrolled,[9] and the concentration of foreign students at the basic school level is such that 11 of them have more than 30% of their total enrollment, and in 3 of them more than 50%,[10] it is emphasized that the current educational plan has focused on promoting an inclusive school. In addition, it will be developed in Santiago, because they have a school context with classrooms with more than 50% of foreign students, and they have carried out a curricular innovation with cultural relevance oriented to South American cultural integration processes, with concrete initiatives such as integration activities, thus strengthening interculturality and the understanding of migrations.[11, 12] However, there is also evidence of racial discrimination, racist and xenophobic violence against migrant children when they enter school.[7, 13–18]

2. METHOD
This article compiles a review carried out in the main scientific bibliography databases available MedLine and The Cochrane Library Plus (PubMed, Lilacs, Scielo, EBSCO, Google Scholar), government institutions pages, without date restrictions, in Spanish, Portuguese and English. There were no restrictions regarding the type of study, with no date limit. The abstracts and full articles were reviewed, regarding the search strategy in the Medline database, the terms of the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) were used, 62 articles were selected on the topic of social inclusion of immigrant schoolchildren.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Migration and its implications
According to current estimates, there are 244 million migrants worldwide, corresponding to 3.3% of the world’s population,[19] in the Region of the Americas, the number of migrants increased by 36% during the year 2015.[20] The development of migratory flows is a complex, dynamic phenomenon, which leads to ethnic and cultural diversity in the host countries, transforming identity and diluting traditional borders, producing impacts both in the territorial, social, economic, environmental and political context in the countries experiencing it, there are also processes of inclusion and exclusion in which not all individuals manage to be included in both the group that migrates and the society that hosts them.[21–25]

Individuals or groups migrate for various reasons among which, looking for better job opportunities, economic, study or family reunion among others.[21] The increase of the foreign population in short periods of time exposes the migrant population to obstacles, challenges such as living in disorganization, the need to adapt to the culture and customs of the host society, a series of traumatic events also, such as risks of abuse, discrimination, difficulties in accessing health, educational and social services, lack of support networks and social articulation, which can have an impact on the physical and mental health of migrant populations.[26–29]

3.2 Migration in Chile
During the last two decades, Chile has been one of the most attractive countries for South American migrants, according to figures from the National Socioeconomic Characterization Survey30, there are 777,407 foreigners resident in the country, mainly from neighboring countries, such as Peru 29.9%, Colombia 14.9%, Bolivia 10.1%, Argentina; 11.9%, since 2014 there has been a sustained increase from Haiti, reaching 9.8% and Venezuela 24.2%, it is noted that 71.8% of the total number of foreigners is concentrated in the Metropolitan Region. On the other hand, Survey indicates that 10.8% of immigrants are in a situation of poverty, according to multidimensional poverty indicators highlights immigrants lacking in social security 35.2%, habitability 81.3% rented housing, equal treatment 32.2%, 65.1% have FONASA health insurance, a 81.3% is part of the labor force. With regard to access to education, the primary and secondary school attendance rate is significant for immigrant children aged 6 to 13, which represents a 71.1%, and for adolescents aged 14 to 17, 57.2% in the Metropolitan Region.[30]

3.3 Migration of children and adolescents
Historically, childhood has been invisible in the great events of the adult world, so it is relevant to consider it as “subjects
of rights” and “social actors” in the daily family life, school and society in general.[31] According to UNICEF data, there are currently 6.3 million migrant children and adolescents under the age of 18 in the Americas.[32] It should be noted that adolescents are in a period of transition in which they begin to change the structure of their thinking, from a concrete structure to a more deductive one, logic and formal, in the case of girls, they prioritize activities related to social practices and participation in peer groups during the socialization process.[33]

With regard to the process of family migration faced by children and adolescents, it is generally necessary to comply with family reunification.[34] Studies carried out on immigrant girls indicate that they need to be accepted by their peers, adopting as their own the values and practices of the children of the hosting place.[35] the immigrant adolescents, have the imperative need to find their own space, a place to assert oneself,[35] other studies show that girls undergo the process of adaptation with cultural assimilation and school victimization running in parallel,[36] according to a study carried out in Spain with children of 5th grade, they held negative stereotypes towards their immigrant peers.[37, 38]

In another context, a study reports that the integration of immigrant children is imperative, in which successful integration has depended to a large extent on the ability of the education system to integrate children growing up in immigrant households in conditions of social vulnerability, which has posed a challenge to the hosting countries.[39, 40] The integration of the immigrant child depends on some fundamental factors, such as the family and adequate schooling, this represents the beginning of integration and acts as a catalyst of normality for the family group.[41] The evidence indicates that during the process of adaptation, immigrant children and adolescents may have feelings of insecurity and integration difficulties due to negative experiences of discrimination, due to the language, expressions and codes different from those that they know,[14] it is also relevant to mention that the child population has fewer emotional resources to face new contexts, which can provoke a development different from the rest of their peers with whom they share their environment.[42] In Chile, unfortunately, there are immigrant families that have experienced problems when it comes to finding a school for their children, both for reasons of quota, for excessive formalities, or for manifest prejudice.[6]

3.4 Intercultural and inclusive integration is a challenge

Facing the increasing migratory scenario, it demands from Chilean society challenges mainly in the ways of interacting between cultures and becoming an intercultural citizenship,[11, 43] therefore, it is imperative to expedite the processes of improvement and updating of the Migration Law and public policies especially in the field of health, education and social development, where the challenge is installed, in order to give concrete response related to social integration, interculturality and school insertion 30, the phenomenon needs to be addressed responsibly.

It is here that the challenge arises to understand what interculturality proposes, which is a dynamic process that links relations, negotiations and exchanges between cultures that cohabit in a given space, and implies an equitable interaction between cultures, with a recognition of social, political, cultural differences in which there is no culture superior to the other; the supreme purpose of interculturality is to acquire and exchange the positive aspects of each one where the exchange should be viewed as an opportunity for inclusion to generate joint cultural and social expressions.[11, 44–46]

Interculturality can also be understood as a strategy of transformation of hegemonic routines both organizational, structural and knowledge transmitted by generations, these strategies can be critical reflection, commitment and desire for change especially in the area of education where historical exclusion positions are reproduced[11, 47] An inclusive intercultural school system is a key space in the generation of learning, encounter, coexistence and communication between different cultures; the school plays a fundamental role in the processes of cultural and social adaptation and integration, in immigrant children and adolescents,[48, 49] in the context of today’s multicultural society, inclusive intercultural education is increasingly needed, it has the capacity to enhance equal outcomes for those in an unfavorable position.[11]

3.5 Contextualization of the migratory phenomenon in schools in Chile

According to a study carried out in 2016, 82% of migrant children reside mainly in three regions; Metropolitan, Antofagasta and Tarapacá; 56% are enrolled in municipal schools,[50] for the year 2015 is reported an enrollment of 30,625 foreign students, amount that in 2017 reached 77,608.[51] In Chile, it is still necessary to work to achieve intercultural education, indigenous population is still related to bilingual intercultural education, in turn it is proposed that diversity is a natural fact, it is in this context that it is suggested to create a vision around “culture” of the relations between diverse groups, likewise we must also work on nationalism, identity, institutionalized attitudes of discrimination, xenophobia and racism[1–5, 7] that still exist in the national culture.

The schools are designed for socialization, social integration
and meeting between students, families and the community playing a relevant role in integration, however, in Chilean schools show a contradiction of racism and discrimination, which can be resolved through public policies focused on the educational community.[6,7]

In the country, the issue of inclusion is seen at the level of educational policy as a challenge, to be effectively applied in the Chilean schools, it has been visualized the need to update public policies with indications and guidelines, these policies grant some local autonomy in the implementation of an inclusive educational process appropriate for immigrant students from different cultures, languages and promote interculturality, respecting the diversity of gender, culture, religion, as noted by the Ministry of Education in Decree N° 83, Ordinary N°02/000894 and instructions on the admission, stay and exercise of the rights of migrant students in the country’s school.[52–54] Furthermore, the Ministry of Education, through the General Education Act (20,370), the Indigenous Act (19,253) and ILO Convention 169, indicates that foreign students living in Chile have the right to access education, having facilities to make their school trajectory successful and under equal conditions, the main challenge is to make sure and adequate inclusion with intercultural approach.[8]

3.6 Educational system of Santiago city
This study will be carried out in the municipal schools of Santiago, where foreign students enrolled in 2018 reached 37.03% of the total of 33,042 students enrolled[9] and the concentration of foreign students at the elementary school level is such that 11 of them have more than 30% of their total enrolment, and in 3 of them it is more than 50%.[10] Coincidentally, this issue of immigration in the school has been pointed out within the three axes that the Annual Plan of Educational Development (PADEM) of Santiago will promote for the next years, specifically regarding the quality of education and specifically with regard to access education quality and school inclusion and, by the MINEDUC in the guidelines to promote an inclusive school. In addition, the Municipal Education Directorate of Santiago has the “Migrants Program”, which aims to provide communal guidelines, aimed at facilitating the access and maintenance in the school system of foreign students and their families and the promotion of inclusive practices within educational communities, implemented in the 44 schools of the commune.[10]

Over time, various studies have been carried out in Santiago in 2010, in the school Republica de Alemania, a curricular innovation was carried out with cultural relevance oriented to South American cultural integration processes, with concrete initiatives such as integration activities where they paint flags of countries representing the countries of foreign students, thus strengthening interculturality and understanding of migration.[11,12]

Other studies carried out confirmed the numerous mechanisms of racial exclusion and discrimination, racist and xenophobic violence suffered by migrant children in their daily insertion into Chile, to this of the utmost deficiencies of the institutions that are not prepared to cover the needs of reception that will help them to organize their lives.[7,13–18] There is no doubt that teachers have a fundamental role in integrating foreign students into the educational system, studying the perception of teachers with migrant students, highlights that 91.2% of them believe that they are a contribution for native students to know other cultures, however, 93% point to the need to adapt training to intercultural reality.[55] What stands out among the challenges is that teachers receive training and instruction, in order to carry out the appropriate educational actions in order to achieve an inclusive and intercultural education, on the other hand as a priority task it is necessary a curricular modification, management teams and trained teachers, it is also necessary to optimize resources to consolidate strategic alliances between schools with similar characteristics.[15,67] Study on teaching and migration reveals that teachers propose support strategies such as having intercultural mediators in schools, with integration programs from admission to strengthen feelings of belonging to the educational establishment.[55] Lastly, it should be mentioned that, since 2002, the Colectivo Sin Fronteras has been working to promote the rights of migrant children in Chile, intervening and promoting better conditions for the educational, social and cultural integration of children in Chile.[58] Social representations mean the way in which people produce, reproduce and transform society, these are constructed from processes of social interaction and communication, from conversations of everyday life, can be captured in images, ideas and beliefs full of feelings and emotions.[59]

According to a study, in some schools in Sweden a model of inclusion of immigrant students is implemented, this experience concludes that success or failure depends on those who carry out the actions such as teachers and school administrators.[60] In Germany, immigrant students are the center of attention in schools, due to the challenge of mastering the German language. This highlights the complexity of inclusive and exclusive actions at the structural and practical level in the school.[61] Another study, on educational strategies to promote intercultural inclusion in a public secondary school in Barcelona, Spain, with the purpose of identifying and analyzing teaching practices that work towards intercultural inclusion, concludes that the success of the work depends on the management team and commitment assumed by teachers.
These practices should be strengthened with the constant review of the dynamics and methodologies used.\(^{[62]}\)

### 4. Conclusions

In conclusion, diversity is a natural fact, therefore in this context it is suggested to create a vision of a culture of relationships between diverse groups. The evidence reviewed suggests that interventions should be aimed at facilitating the social inclusion of immigrant schoolchildren, with positive experiences at school such as motivation, academic success, and psychological well-being. The study serves as reference information on the state of the art of social inclusion of immigrant students in the school system and serves as evidence of new strategies to address the situation or for future research.
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